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Abstract
Retinal circuits transform the pixel representation of photoreceptors into the feature representations of ganglion cells, whose axons transmit these representations to the brain. Functional, morphological, and transcriptomic surveys have identified more than 40 retinal ganglion cell (RGC) types in mice. RGCs extract features of varying complexity; some simply signal local differences in brightness (i.e., luminance contrast), whereas others detect specific motion trajectories. To understand the retina, we need to know how retinal circuits give rise to the diverse RGC feature representations. A catalog of the RGC feature set, in turn, is fundamental to understanding visual processing in the brain. Anterograde tracing indicates that RGCs innervate more than 50 areas in the mouse brain. Current maps connecting RGC types to brain areas are rudimentary, as is our understanding of how retinal signals are transformed downstream to guide behavior. In this article, I review the feature selectivities of mouse RGCs, how they arise, and how they are utilized downstream. Not only is knowledge of the behavioral purpose of RGC signals critical for understanding the retinal contributions to vision; it can also guide us to the most relevant areas of visual feature space.
1. INTRODUCTION

Light traverses the circuitry of the retina before the outer segments of photoreceptors absorb it. The rods and two types of mouse cones differ in absolute and spectral sensitivities but uniformly reduce glutamate release in response to light (Masland 2001, Wässle 2004). This synaptic signal is picked up by second-order bipolar cells, which transmit information from the outer plexiform layer (OPL) to the inner plexiform layer (IPL) (Euler et al. 2014) (**Figure 1a**). In the IPL, bipolar cell axons innervate amacrine cells and RGCs, the retina’s output neurons (Demb & Singer 2015, Diamond 2017).

One of the retina’s most striking features is its neuronal diversity (**Figure 1b**). The mouse retina contains three types of photoreceptors (one rod, two cones); one horizontal cell type, which provides feedback to photoreceptors; 15 bipolar cell types; 63 amacrine cell types; and more than 40 RGC types (Baden et al. 2016, Bae et al. 2018, Helmstaedter et al. 2013, Rheaume et al. 2018).

**Figure 1**

Retinal circuit architecture and neuron complement. (a) Simplified schematic of the retina. Rod (R) and cone (C) photoreceptors (PRs) in the outer retina translate changes in photon flux into changes in glutamate release onto bipolar cell (BC) dendrites and horizontal cell (HC) axons (rods) and dendrites (cones) in the outer plexiform layer (OPL). ON bipolar cells (open somas) invert the sign of the PR response, depolarize to light, and stratify their axons in the inner three-fifths of the inner plexiform layer (IPL). OFF bipolar cells (filled somas) depolarize to light decrements and stratify their axons in the outer two-fifths of the IPL. Bipolar cells synapse onto amacrine cells (ACs), which make up a diverse class of retinal interneurons, and retinal ganglion cells (RGCs), the eye’s output neurons. (b) A catalog of the diverse cell types within the five main neuron classes. The mouse retina contains three types of PRs (two cones, one rod), one HC type, 15 BC types, 63 AC types, and more than 40 RGC types (subsets of the latter two are shown in the figure).
Retinorecipient brain areas. As illustrated, diverse brain areas receive RGC input. Abbreviations: AAV, anterior amygdaloid area, ventral; AD, anterodorsal thalamic nucleus; AHN, anterior hypothalamic area; APT, anterior pretectal nucleus; CL, centrolateral thalamic nucleus; CPT, commissural pretectal nucleus; DCIC, dorsal cortex of the inferior colliculus; dLGN, dorsolateral geniculate nucleus of the thalamus; DRN, dorsal raphe nucleus; DTN, dorsal terminal nucleus; IGL, intergeniculate leaflet; IHA, lateral hypothalamic area; LHb, lateral habenula; LHN, lateral hypothalamic area; LP, lateral posterior nucleus of the thalamus; LTN, lateral terminal nucleus; MeA, medial amygdala, anterior; MePV, medial amygdala, posteroverentral; MPT, medial pretectal nucleus; MRN, midbrain reticular nucleus; MTN, medial terminal nucleus; NOT, nucleus of the optic tract; OPN, olivary pretectal nucleus; PAG, periaqueductal gray; PB, parabrachial nucleus; PHb, perihabenular nucleus; PN, paranigral nucleus; PP, peripeduncular nucleus; PPT, posterior pretectal nucleus; RCH, retrochiasmatic area; RGC, retinal ganglion cell; SGN, suprageniculate nucleus; SBPV, subparaventricular zone; SC, superior colliculus; SCN, suprachiasmatic nucleus; SI, substantia innominate; SON, supraoptic nucleus; SubG, subgeniculate nucleus; vLGN, ventrolateral geniculate nucleus; VLPO, ventrolateral preoptic area; ZI, zona incerta.

Shekhar et al. 2016, Tran et al. 2019, Yan et al. 2020). The assembly of diverse neurons into specific circuits is aided by the laminar architecture of the retina (Sanes & Zipursky 2010). The OPL and the IPL are divided into sublayers. Rods form synapses with their partners (horizontal cell axons and rod bipolar cells) in the outer OPL, whereas cones contact their partners (horizontal cell dendrites and cone bipolar cells) in the inner OPL. The IPL has 10 morphologically distinct sublaminae (Sanes & Zipursky 2010). In the inner six, rod and cone bipolar cells that depolarize to light increments (i.e., ON bipolar cells) stratify their axons, whereas the outer four are innervated by cone bipolar cells activated by light decrements (i.e., OFF bipolar cells). RGCs stratify their dendrites in cell type–specific patterns in the IPL to recruit excitatory and inhibitory input from unique combinations of bipolar and amacrine cells. These patterns of synaptic input combine with cell-intrinsic mechanisms to shape the feature preferences of RGCs.

RGCs innervate more than 50 areas of the mouse brain (Martersteck et al. 2017, Morin & Studholme 2014) (Figure 2). The dorsolateral geniculate nucleus (dLGN) of the thalamus passes information to the visual cortex and supports conscious visual perception (Kerschensteiner & Guido 2017, Liang & Chen 2020). The superior colliculus (SC) combines retinal signals with other sensory inputs to identify salient features and events in the environment, direct attention, and guide approach toward attractive stimuli and escape from threats (Cang et al. 2018, Dean et al. 1989, Krauzlis et al. 2013). In addition to these major retinorecipient targets innervated by most RGCs (Ellis et al. 2016, Román Rosón et al. 2019), a large number of brain areas receive type-restricted RGC input to mediate a wide range of behaviors and influences of light on physiology.
2. MOTION

Motion is one of the most common visual features that we experience. There are two primary sources of visual motion: movements of the observer (i.e., self-motion) and movements of objects in the observed world (i.e., object motion) (Frost 2010). In the retina, movements of the observer and objects cause global and local image motion, respectively. Motion-processing circuits in the retina either explicitly distinguish these forms of motion (e.g., object motion–sensitive circuits) or prefer local or global motion while selectively encoding other motion parameters [e.g., direction-selective (DS) circuits]. Finally, some retinal circuits respond strongly to objects approaching the observer (i.e., looming detection circuits) and initiate defensive responses to avoid collisions and evade predators.

2.1. Direction Selectivity

DS responses pervade the visual system. They help animals infer self-motion from optic flow and track moving objects. Motion direction is computed at multiple stages of the visual system, starting in the retina.

2.1.1. Direction-selective circuits and retinal ganglion cell types. DS RGCs were first discovered in rabbits (Barlow & Hill 1963, Barlow & Levick 1965, Barlow et al. 1964). The mouse retina dedicates approximately one-fifth of its output to signaling motion direction. The respective ganglion cells fall into two categories: ON DS RGCs, which respond to light increments, and ON-OFF DS RGCs, which respond to light increments and decrements (Figure 3a,b). The presynaptic circuits of ON and ON-OFF DS RGCs overlap and compute motion direction by shared mechanisms, while unique mechanisms differentiate the speed and contrast preferences of ON and ON-OFF DS RGCs to match their behavioral functions (Mauss et al. 2017, Reinhard et al. 2020, Wei 2018).

At the core of retinal DS circuits, starburst amacrine cells (SACs) provide asymmetric inhibition to DS RGCs (ON SACs to ON DS RGCs and ON and OFF SACs to ON-OFF DS RGCs) (Briggman et al. 2011, Fried et al. 2002, Wei et al. 2011, Yonehara et al. 2011). SACs have radially symmetric dendrite arbors that receive input in their center and send output from their periphery (Briggman et al. 2011, Ding et al. 2016, Famiglietti 1991, Vlaisits et al. 2016). Each primary SAC dendrite with its daughter branches functions as an independent motion sensor, preferring motion from the soma to the dendrite tips (Euler et al. 2002, Koren et al. 2017, Poleg-Polsky et al. 2018). This centrifugal motion preference arises from the passive membrane properties of SAC dendrites, their voltage-gated conductances, distributions of excitatory and inhibitory inputs, the dependence of excitatory input kinetics on distance from the soma, and SAC–SAC inhibition (Ding et al. 2016, Fransen & Borghuis 2017, Greene et al. 2016, Hausselt et al. 2007, Kim et al. 2014, Lee & Zhou 2006, Vlaisits et al. 2016). Asymmetric connections of SACs with DS RGCs convert the SAC dendrites’ centrifugal motion preferences into DS inhibition (Briggman et al. 2011); SAC dendrites pointing in the nasal direction form GABAergic synapses with DS RGCs that prefer temporal motion, whereas SAC dendrites pointing in the temporal direction form GABAergic synapses with nasal motion–preferring DS RGCs (Briggman et al. 2011). When SACs are silenced or killed, DS RGCs respond to motion in all directions (Pei et al. 2015, Vlaisits et al. 2014, Yoshida et al. 2001), and increases and decreases in the SAC dendrites’ retinal coverage sharpen and broaden DS RGC tuning, respectively (Morrie & Feller 2018, Soto et al. 2019). Thus, the subcellular computations of SAC dendrites and their asymmetric inhibitory connections determine the feature-selective output of DS RGCs.
Figure 3
Direction-selective (DS) retinal ganglion cell (RGC) types, pathways, and functions. (a) ON and ON-OFF DS RGCs receive directionally selective inhibition from starburst amacrine cells (SACs). ON DS RGCs also receive input from VGLUT3-expressing (VG3) amacrine cells. ON DS RGCs preferentially innervate nuclei of the accessory optic system (AOS). Superior (S) and inferior (I) motion–preferring ON DS RGCs target the ventral and dorsal medial terminal nucleus (MTN), respectively. Temporal (T) [and potentially nasal (N)] motion–preferring ON DS RGCs target the nucleus of the optic tract (NOT) and dorsal terminal nucleus (DTN). ON-OFF DS RGCs of all direction preferences innervate the dorsolateral geniculate nucleus (dLGN) shell and the superior colliculus (SC). (b) Schematic of ON and ON-OFF DS RGC responses to bright bars moving in their preferred direction (PD) and opposite (i.e., null) direction (ND). ON DS RGCs respond to the leading edge (LE) of the stimulus only, whereas ON-OFF DS RGCs respond to the LE and the trailing edge (TE). (c) Responses of ON DS RGCs decline sharply with increasing stimulus speed, whereas ON-OFF DS RGCs signal motion direction over a wide range of speed. Tuning curves in this plot are estimated from Dhande et al. (2013). (d) Measurements of the optokinetic reflex driven by ON DS RGCs in head-fixed mice. Eye movements are measured by the differences in the position of the pupil relative to the reflections of an infrared (IR) light source. Panel d adapted with permission from Shen et al. (2020).

SACs are dual-transmitter neurons that release acetylcholine in addition to GABA (Lee et al. 2010). Cholinergic SAC–DS RGC connectivity is symmetric and supplements the excitatory drive from bipolar cells, particularly at low contrasts, to stabilize feature selectivity across lighting conditions (Lee et al. 2010, Pearson & Kerschensteiner 2015, Sethuramanujam et al. 2016, Yao et al. 2018).

In addition to GABAergic and cholinergic SAC input, ON-OFF DS RGCs receive glutamatergic input from bipolar cells. Two-photon calcium and glutamate imaging initially suggested that bipolar cell signals are not directionally tuned (Chen et al. 2014, Franke et al. 2017, Park et al. 2014, Yonehara et al. 2013). However, a recent study indicated that glutamate release from some boutons of type 2 (OFF) and type 7 (ON) bipolar cell axons, which synapse onto ON-OFF DS RGCs, may be DS (Matsumoto et al. 2020). This bouton-specific tuning relies on cholinergic and GABAergic modulation of bipolar cell axons by SACs (Matsumoto et al. 2020).

There are four ON-OFF DS RGC types in the mouse retina; they differ in their direction preferences (retinal direction: superior, inferior, nasal, and temporal) and gene expression and are labeled in different transgenic mouse lines (Bae et al. 2018, Elstrott et al. 2008, Fiscella et al. 2015, Huberman et al. 2009, Kay et al. 2011, Rivlin-Etzion et al. 2011, Sabbah et al. 2017, Tran et al. 2019, Trenholm et al. 2013). One of the four, the superior motion–preferring ON-OFF DS RGC, has asymmetric dendrite arbors that form gap junctions with same-type neighbors (Trenholm et al. 2013, 2014). This electrical coupling provides an anticipatory drive that counters the lag
between movement of stimuli and ganglion cell activation, bringing their positions into register (i.e., lag normalization) (Trenholm et al. 2013, 2014). Gap-junctional coupling also broadens the direction preferences of superior motion–preferring ON-OFF DS RGCs in dim light, favoring motion detection over directional precision (Yao et al. 2018). The behavioral significance of these adjustments and their restriction to a single ON-OFF DS RGC type remains to be determined.

ON-OFF DS RGCs are indirectly inhibited by wide-field amacrine cells, attenuating responses to global motion. Therefore, ON-OFF DS RGCs preferentially signal object motion direction, which they encode stably across a wide range of stimulus speeds (Hoggarth et al. 2015, Weng et al. 2005).

ON DS RGCs receive input from ON SACs, four ON bipolar cell types (5i, 5o, 5t, and 7), and VGLUT3-expressing (VG3) amacrine cells (Krishnaswamy et al. 2015, Lee et al. 2014, Matsumoto et al. 2019). Two-photon glutamate imaging and electron microscopic reconstructions suggest that the ON bipolar cell and VG3 amacrine cell inputs are arranged asymmetrically across ON DS RGC dendrites such that motion in the preferred direction activates slower inputs before faster ones, causing both slow and fast inputs to add up (Matsumoto et al. 2019). In contrast, motion in the opposite (i.e., null) direction elicits temporally dispersed excitation. Effective summation of excitation depends on the speed of preferred-direction motion. Thus, asymmetric excitation contributes to the ON DS RGCs’ preference for slow stimulus speeds (Dhande et al. 2013, Gauvain & Murphy 2015, Matsumoto et al. 2019) (Figure 3).

Most studies have identified three ON DS RGC types that differ in their direction preferences (superior, inferior, and temporal), marker expression, and labeling in transgenic mouse lines (Dhande et al. 2013; Lilley et al. 2019; Martersteck et al. 2017; Yonehara et al. 2008, 2009). A recent study discovered a putative fourth, nasal motion–preferring ON DS RGC using large-scale two-photon calcium imaging (Sabbah et al. 2017). This study also revealed that the direction preferences of ON and ON-OFF DS RGCs vary across the retina to align with the optic flow fields generated by movements of mice forward and back and up and down (Sabbah et al. 2017).

In addition to ON and ON-OFF DS RGCs, DS responses have been reported for three RGC types with asymmetric dendrites (JAM-B, F-mini-ON, and F-mini-OFF RGCs) (Kim et al. 2008, Rousso et al. 2016). These RGC types are DS in specific stimulus conditions and robustly encode other visual features (Cooler & Schwartz 2020, Joesch & Meister 2016, Nath & Schwartz 2017). To what extent downstream pathways extract information about motion direction from JAM-B, F-mini-ON, and F-mini-OFF RGC inputs remains to be determined.

2.1.2. Downstream pathways and behavioral significance of retinal direction selectivity. DS RGCs differentially innervate three pathways (Figure 3a). ON-OFF DS RGC axons preferentially target the dLGN of the thalamus and the SC, whereas ON DS RGC axons preferentially target nuclei of the accessory optic system (AOS). Recent studies have begun to uncover how downstream pathways process DS RGC inputs to guide behavior (Rasmussen & Yonehara 2020, Reinhard et al. 2020).

The dLGN passes signals from the retina to the primary visual cortex (V1) to support visual perception. The mouse dLGN is divided into a dorsolateral core and a ventromedial shell (Kerschensteiner & Guido 2017). ON-OFF DS RGCs predominantly innervate the dLGN shell (horizontal motion–preferring DS RGCs innervate the shell exclusively and vertical motion–preferring ON-OFF DS RGCs preferentially), while other RGCs innervate the dLGN core (Cruz-Martín et al. 2014, Hong et al. 2018, Huberman et al. 2009, Kay et al. 2011, Rivlin-Etzion et al. 2011). High-resolution functional imaging revealed that dLGN neurons in the shell receive input from DS RGC axons with similar or near-opposite direction preferences (Liang et al. 2018). This could, in principle, explain the abundant DS and motion axis–selective responses among
dLGN shell neurons (Liang et al. 2018, Marshel et al. 2012, Piscopo et al. 2013). Interestingly, in mice without horizontal motion–preferring DS RGCs, dLGN neuron preferences shift to vertical motion, but some horizontally DS responses persist (Rasmussen et al. 2020). Thus, direction selectivity in dLGN is partly inherited from the retina and partly generated by other mechanisms (e.g., computed in the dLGN or inherited from V1 or SC).

The axons of dLGN shell neurons innervate layer 2/3 of V1, whereas dLGN core neurons target V1’s layer 4, continuing the parallel pathways from the retina (Cruz-Martínez et al. 2014). Consistent with the preference of ON-OFF DS RGCs for the dLGN shell, perturbations of retinal direction selectivity disrupt responses in layer 2/3 but not layer 4, which generates DS responses from untuned dLGN inputs (Hillier et al. 2017, Lien & Scanziani 2018, Rasmussen et al. 2020). The deficits in layer 2/3 primarily affect high-speed posterior motion created when mice run forward (Hillier et al. 2017, Rasmussen et al. 2020). The behavioral significance of this ON-OFF DS RGC-dependent signal to cortical processing and behavior remains to be explored.

The SC integrates multisensory information, directs attention and orienting behaviors, and guides the pursuit of prey and escape from predators (Cang et al. 2018, Ito & Feldheim 2018). Most (85–90%) RGCs innervate the superficial SC (sSC) (Ellis et al. 2016, Hofbauer & Dräger 1985), and ON-OFF DS RGC axons stratify at the top of this retinorecipient zone (Huberman et al. 2009, Kay et al. 2011, Kim et al. 2010, Rivlin-Etzion et al. 2011). Many neurons near the surface of the SC are DS (de Malmazet et al. 2018, Inayat et al. 2015, Ito et al. 2017, Shi et al. 2017). Unlike the dLGN and V1, SC direction selectivity depends entirely on DS retinal input (Shi et al. 2017). Narrow-field cells are a genetically and morphologically distinct group of DS sSC neurons that project to the parabigeminal nucleus and deeper layers of the SC (Gale & Murphy 2014, Reinhard et al. 2019). Narrow-field neuron silencing impairs the ability of mice to detect and pursue prey (Hoy et al. 2019). Whether this contribution of narrow-field cells relies on their direction selectivity and if predator evasion or other SC-dependent behaviors are driven or modulated by ON-OFF DS RGC input remain to be tested.

A recent two-photon imaging study revealed that direction preferences in the SC are distributed inhomogeneously across visual space (de Malmazet et al. 2018). Specifically, SC neurons in the visual field’s binocular area prefer nasal motion, whereas SC neurons in the monocular region prefer temporal motion (de Malmazet et al. 2018). This arrangement is well suited to distinguish optic flow from translations and rotations and may thus guide approach and escape behaviors.

Mice frequently move their eyes to compensate for head movements (Meyer et al. 2018, 2020; Michiel et al. 2020). Two reflexes control gaze-stabilizing eye movements: the optokinetic reflex and the vestibulo-ocular reflex. The optokinetic reflex is driven by retinal image slip and operates at head-motion speeds too slow to activate the vestibular system (Faulstich et al. 2004) (Figure 3d). The optokinetic reflex is mediated by the AOS, which encompasses the nucleus of the optic tract (NOT), the dorsal terminal nucleus (DTN), and the medial terminal nucleus (MTN) (Simpson 1984). ON DS RGCs dominate input to AOS nuclei (Dhande et al. 2013, Yonehara et al. 2009). Inferior and superior motion–preferring ON DS RGCs innervate the dorsal and ventral MTN, respectively, while nasal motion–preferring ON and ON-OFF DS RGCs innervate the NOT and DTN (Dhande et al. 2013; Kay et al. 2011; Yonehara et al. 2008, 2009) (Figure 3a). Several lines of evidence suggest that DS RGC inputs to AOS nuclei drive gaze-stabilizing eye movements. First, SAC ablation or silencing abolishes the optokinetic reflex (Yoshida et al. 2001). Second, mutations of Frmd7, a common genetic cause of congenital nystagmus in humans (Tärpey et al. 2006), eliminate horizontal direction selectivity in the retina and the horizontal optokinetic reflex in mice and humans (Yonehara et al. 2016). Third, mutations that affect the connectivity of ON DS RGCs with AOS nuclei disrupt gaze-stabilizing eye movements (Osterhout et al. 2015, ...
Sun et al. 2015). The preference of ON DS RGCs for slow motion matches the speed tuning of the optokinetic reflex and complements the vestibulo-ocular reflex.

2.2. Object Motion Sensitivity

Object motion draws animals’ attention (Kingdom & Prins 2016, Sillar et al. 2016). To reliably detect moving objects, retinal circuits need to distinguish local motion in a scene from global image motion caused by head and eye movements.

2.2.1. Object motion–sensitive circuits and retinal ganglion cell types. RGCs that distinguish local and global motion [i.e., object motion–sensitive (OMS) RGCs] were first identified in salamanders and rabbits (Baccus et al. 2008, Olveczky et al. 2003). Recently, a group of small OMS RGCs was identified in mice (Jacoby & Schwartz 2017, Zhang et al. 2012) (Figure 4a). Based on transgenic labeling, Zhang et al. (2012) named one cell W3B (or W3), whereas Jacoby & Schwartz (2017) named four cells, based on morphology and resemblance to a famous rabbit RGC (Levick 1967, van Wyk et al. 2006), high-definition 1 (HD1), high-definition 2 (HD2), ultrahigh-definition (UHD), and local edge detector (LED) RGCs. It appears that UHD RGCs correspond to W3 RGCs (Schwartz & Swygart 2020). The four OMS RGCs’ dendrites stratify in the middle of the IPL, where they receive input from rectified transient ON and OFF bipolar cells (Borghuis et al. 2013, Franke et al. 2017). This allows OMS RGCs to respond to local motion in their receptive field center, independent of the contrast composition (i.e., bright versus dark elements) of the moving object (Jacoby & Schwartz 2017, Zhang et al. 2012). In addition, OMS RGCs receive strong inhibition from their receptive field surrounds. Because this surround inhibition, like center excitation, is driven by rectified subunits, OMS RGCs are suppressed by
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**Figure 4**

Object motion–sensitive (OMS) retinal ganglion cell (RGC) types, pathways, and functions. (a) Schematic of four small OMS RGCs identified in the mouse retina. W3 [or ultrahigh-definition (UHD)] RGCs receive excitatory input from VGLUT3-expressing (VG3) amacrine cells and inhibitory input from TH2 amacrine cells. OMS RGCs are underrepresented or absent from the dorsolateral geniculate nucleus (dLGN)-projecting set and strongly innervate the superior colliculus (SC). (b) VG3 amacrine cells distinguish local (2) and global (1) or surround (3) motion in their response polarity, whereas TH2 amacrine cells distinguish these stimuli in their response kinetics. All OMS RGCs respond strongly to isolated motion in their receptive field center, independent of the stimulus pattern, but are suppressed by simultaneous motion in the surround (i.e., global motion). Additional abbreviations: HD1, high-definition RGC type 1; HD2, high-definition RGC type 2; LED, local edge detector RGC.
global motion independent of the pattern of the shifting scene (Jacoby & Schwartz 2017, Zhang et al. 2012) (Figure 4b). The four OMS RGC types prefer different motion speeds and delays between center and surround motion (Jacoby & Schwartz 2017), indicating that they may cooperate in signaling the speed of object motion relative to the observer.

Dissections of the composition and computations of W3 RGC circuits have provided interesting results. In addition to bipolar cells, W3 RGCs receive glutamatergic input from VG3 amacrine cells (Kim et al. 2015, Krishnaswamy et al. 2015, Lee et al. 2014). VG3 amacrine cells are themselves OMS and selectively amplify this feature in the W3 RGC response (Hsiang et al. 2017, Kim et al. 2015) (Figure 4b). VG3 amacrine cells’ dendrites are larger than those of bipolar cells but process inputs locally and, therefore, signal object motion with high spatial precision (Chen et al. 2017, Hsiang et al. 2017). The insertion of VG3 amacrine cells into the vertical pathway to W3 RGCs could delay excitation during motion in the receptive field center, allowing surround inhibition to cancel center excitation effectively during global image motion (Krishnaswamy et al. 2015) and/or enhance OMS responses by adding a layer of surround inhibition to the excitatory pathway (Kim & Kerschensteiner 2017, Kim et al. 2015).

W3 RGCs receive surround inhibition from TH2 amacrine cells (Brüggen et al. 2015, Kim & Kerschensteiner 2017, Knop et al. 2011), which respond to local and global motion but distinguish between these stimuli in their response kinetics (Kim & Kerschensteiner 2017) (Figure 4b). Thus, global motion activates TH2 amacrine cells quickly, whereas local motion depolarizes them slowly. Slow depolarizations fail to elicit GABA release from TH2 amacrine cells, and differences in response kinetics are thus translated into global motion–selective inhibition of W3 RGCs (Kim & Kerschensteiner 2017). Thus, the OMS responses of W3 RGCs are shaped by the complementary actions of two amacrine cells. VG3 amacrine cells amplify responses to local motion, while TH2 amacrine cells suppress responses to global motion (Kim & Kerschensteiner 2017, Kim et al. 2015).

2.2.2. Downstream pathways and behavioral significance of retinal object motion sensitivity. Transgenic labeling revealed that W3 (UHD) RGC axons target the upper layer of the retinorecipient sSC (Zhang et al. 2012) (Figure 4a). Disynaptic tracing showed that HD1 and HD2 RGCs innervate sSC neurons that send signals to the parabigeminal nucleus and the lateral posterior (LP) nucleus of the thalamus (i.e., the mouse pulvinar) (Reinhard et al. 2019). The targets of OMS RGCs in the sSC include wide-field cells, a genetically and morphologically distinct neuron type that innervates the LP nucleus of the thalamus (Gale & Murphy 2014). As their name suggests, wide-field neurons have large dendrites and correspondingly large receptive fields. However, they prefer motion of small objects anywhere within their receptive fields (Gale & Murphy 2014). Besides OMS RGC input, there are two key ingredients to the OMS responses of wide-field cells. First, dendritic spikes propagate signals elicited by object motion anywhere within their large dendritic arbors to the soma (Gale & Murphy 2016). Second, inhibitory inputs from sSC horizontal cells suppress responses to movements of large objects (Gale & Murphy 2016). Intriguingly, wide-field neuron silencing selectively impairs the mouse’s ability to detect prey without affecting its pursuit (Hoy et al. 2019).

Retrograde labeling studies suggest that OMS RGCs are underrepresented in the dLGN-projecting set, indicating that among the two major retinorecipient targets, OMS RGCs preferentially innervate the SC (Ellis et al. 2016, Román Rosón et al. 2019) (Figure 4a).

2.3. Looming Detection
Among object trajectories, a collision course with the observer is most alarming. Approaching objects cast expanding shadows (i.e., looming) that elicit innate defensive responses in most animals,
Looming detection and defensive behavior. (a) In looming detection circuits of the retina, VGLUT3-expressing (VG3) amacrine cells provide feature-selective excitatory input to W3 and tOFFα retinal ganglion cells (RGCs), which drive innate defensive responses through projections to the superior colliculus (SC). W3 RGCs combine this excitatory input with inhibition from TH2 amacrine cells, whereas tOFFα RGCs receive tonic inhibition from AII amacrine cells, which is relieved during looming. (b) Looming causes mice to flee to a virtual shelter and freeze (dashed lines indicate stimulus start and stop). (c) Two-photon calcium imaging of VG3 amacrine cell dendrites. (d) Looming responses are restricted to the proximal layers of the VG3 dendrite arbor. (e,f) By combining shared excitatory input with dissimilar inhibition, W3 and tOFFα RGCs encode the onset and speed of approach motion, respectively. Panels b–f adapted from Kim et al. (2020).

from insects to humans (Fotowat & Gabbiani 2011, Peek & Card 2016). Mice use vision to evade aerial predators (De Franceschi et al. 2016, Yilmaz & Meister 2013). Studies are beginning to elucidate the retinal circuits, RGC types, and downstream pathways that detect looming and drive innate defensive responses in mice.

2.3.1. Looming detection circuits and retinal ganglion cell types. Many RGCs respond to looming; fewer distinguish looming from related forms of motion (receding, white looming, etc.) (Münch et al. 2009, Reinhard et al. 2019). Knowing which retinal circuits drive innate defensive responses helps prioritize studies of looming processing. A recent study identified such a circuit in the mouse retina (Kim et al. 2020) (Figure 5a). At the core of this circuit, VG3 amacrine cells, which receive input from ON and OFF bipolar cells, respond strongly to looming and weakly to related forms of motion. This preference arises from the stimulus-specific timing of excitation and inhibition. During looming, transient excitation precedes sustained inhibition, whereas excitation and inhibition coincide in response to expanding bright stimuli (Kim et al. 2020). The looming preferences of VG3 amacrine cells are enhanced by dendritic processing. Thus, looming-sensitive calcium transients in the VG3 dendrite arbor’s proximal layer are segregated from weaker responses to related forms of motion in the distal dendrite layer (Kim et al. 2020) (Figure 5c,d).

The proximal layer of the VG3 dendrite arbor provides glutamatergic input to two RGC types (W3 and tOFFα RGCs) that have been suggested to signal approaching aerial predators (Kim et al. 2015, 2020; Krishnaswamy et al. 2015; Lee et al. 2014; Münch et al. 2009; Zhang et al. 2012). W3 and tOFFα RGCs combine VG3 excitation with dissimilar inhibition to encode the onset (i.e., critical size) and speed of looming, respectively (Figure 5f). During looming, W3 RGCs, like VG3
amacrine cells, receive transient excitation followed by sustained inhibition, in part from TH2 amacrine cells (Kim & Kerschensteiner 2017, Kim et al. 2020). This input sequence restricts W3 RGC responses to the onset of looming (critical size is approximately 4.5°). For stimuli expanding at different speeds, W3 RGC excitation and inhibition covary, keeping response amplitudes constant. Thus, W3 RGCs encode the onset (critical size) of looming independent of its speed (Kim et al. 2020). In contrast, tOFFα RGCs receive tonic inhibition, in part from AII amacrine cells, which is relieved by looming (Kim et al. 2020, Münch et al. 2009). Because excitation and disinhibition diverge as a function of stimulus speed, tOFFα RGC responses encode the speed of looming (Kim et al. 2020, Münch et al. 2009). The divergent feature representations of W3 and tOFFα RGCs resemble response types observed in looming-sensitive neurons in the pigeon tectum (equivalent to the SC of mice), indicating a conserved strategy in assessing predatory approaches (Sun & Frost 1998).

2.3.2. Downstream pathways and behavioral significance of retinal looming detection. Deletion of VG3 amacrine cells attenuates W3 and tOFFα RGCs’ looming responses and diminishes defensive (flight and freeze) reactions to looming (Kim et al. 2020) (Figure 5b). W3 and tOFFα RGCs innervate the sSC (Huberman et al. 2008, Reinhard et al. 2019, Zhang et al. 2012), which mediates defensive responses to visual threats (Blanchard et al. 1981, Dean et al. 1989, Sahibzada et al. 1986, Wei et al. 2015). On average, neurons in the sSC are innervated by six RGCs (Chandrasekaran et al. 2007). How input from W3, tOFFα, and other RGC types is combined to shape looming responses in the sSC remains to be explored. Neurons in the sSC respond robustly to looming (Lee et al. 2020, Reinhard et al. 2019, Zhao et al. 2014a). They inherit feature preferences from the retina, while input from V1 amplifies looming responses and enhances behavioral reactions to visual threats (Liang et al. 2015, Wang & Burkhalter 2013, Zhao et al. 2014a).

The responses of mice to looming depend on the environment and stimulus parameters. If shelters are available, then mice run to safety and freeze, even if threats are presented between them and the shelter (Vale et al. 2017, Yilmaz & Meister 2013). Escape delays depend on the stimulus salience (i.e., contrast) (Evans et al. 2018). Mice quickly learn the positions of shelters and update their escape behavior when shelters are moved (Vale et al. 2017). The shelter direction is conveyed continuously to the SC from the retrosplenial cortex and combined with threat assessments from the retina (Vale et al. 2020). When no shelters are available, mice freeze in place in response to looming (Vale et al. 2017, Wei et al. 2015, Yilmaz & Meister 2013), a behavior that is also elicited by sweeping visual stimuli (De Franceschi et al. 2016).

Looming signals of sSC neurons propagate along three pathways to shape defensive responses. First, sSC signals percolate to deeper layers of the SC (dSC). Compared to the sSC, dSC neurons are more selective for looming and depend less on stimulus positions, encode the behavioral salience (e.g., contrast) of the stimulus, and adapt quickly to repeated presentations (Evans et al. 2018, Lee et al. 2020). Neurons in the dSC innervate the dorsal periaqueductal gray with weak and unreliable excitatory connections that act as a threshold for escape initiation (Evans et al. 2018). dSC neurons also innervate GABAergic neurons in the ventral tegmental area, which respond to looming and inhibit the central amygdala (CeA). Inhibition of the CeA via this pathway promotes escape (Zhou et al. 2019). Second, sSC neurons provide input to the LP either directly or via the SC’s intermediate layers. In turn, LP neurons send signals to the lateral amygdala (LA) (Wei et al. 2015). Optogenetic silencing and activation of neurons in these pathways prevent and promote freezing, respectively (Shang et al. 2018, Wei et al. 2015, Zingg et al. 2017). Third, sSC neurons innervate the parabigeminal nucleus (PBGN), which passes signals to the CeA (Shang et al. 2015). Optogenetic manipulations in this pathway suggest that it regulates escape responses.
to visual threats, although the evidence is somewhat mixed (Evans et al. 2018; Shang et al. 2015, 2018; Zingg et al. 2017).

The sSC neurons that project to LP versus PBGN pathways receive input from overlapping but distinct RGC types (Reinhard et al. 2019). In addition, axon collaterals of one SC-projecting RGC type innervate GABAergic neurons in the dorsal raphe nucleus (DRN); these neurons inhibit their serotonergic DRN neighbors to promote escapes (Huang et al. 2017). In addition to understanding how different RGC types and different downstream pathways cooperate to initiate and guide defensive responses, determining where and how environmental factors and internal states intersect with visual signals to adapt behavioral responses to the animal’s needs is an interesting area for future investigation (Evans et al. 2019).

3. ORIENTATION SELECTIVITY

Preferences for the orientation of static or moving stimuli (i.e., orientation selectivity) are prominent in the visual system, beginning in the retina. Different excitatory and inhibitory mechanisms give rise to orientation-selective (OS) responses of RGCs. Similar to DS RGCs, the contributions of OS RGCs to responses downstream are complex and target specific; their behavioral significance remains obscure.

3.1. Orientation-Selective Circuits and Retinal Ganglion Cell Types

OS RGCs were first identified in pigeons (Maturana & Frenk 1963) and rabbits (Levick 1967), where circuit mechanisms have been studied in some detail (Antinucci & Hindges 2018). More recently, robust OS responses were recorded in the mouse retina (Baden et al. 2016, Pearson & Kerschensteiner 2015, Zhao et al. 2013). Four morphologically and functionally distinct OS RGCs have been identified (Nath & Schwartz 2016, 2017) (Figure 6a). Two OS RGCs prefer light increments (ON OS RGCs), and two prefer light decrements (OFF OS RGCs). In each category, one OS RGC prefers horizontal and the other vertical stimulus orientations (Nath & Schwartz 2016, 2017).

The excitation of ON OS RGCs is tuned to their preferred stimulus orientation, and their inhibition is orthogonally tuned (Figure 6b). ON OS RGCs receive excitatory input from bipolar cells. Horizontal ON OS RGCs have horizontally elongated dendrite arbors and receive more bipolar cell input for stimuli aligned with their dendritic orientation (Nath & Schwartz 2016). In contrast, vertical ON OS RGCs have symmetric dendrite arbors, raising questions about their excitation tuning mechanisms. Because bipolar cells do not have oriented dendrites, one may speculate that presynaptic inhibition confers orientation selectivity to the output of some bipolar cell axons, similar to recent observations in DS circuits (Matsumoto et al. 2020). Orientation-tuned bipolar cell output has been observed in zebrafish but remains to be explored in the mouse retina (Johnston et al. 2019). Inhibition of vertical and horizontal ON OS RGCs is provided by OS GABAergic amacrine cells (Bloomfield 1994, Murphy-Baum & Taylor 2015, Nath & Schwartz 2016).

OFF OS RGCs combine orientation-tuned excitation and untuned inhibition (Nath & Schwartz 2017) (Figure 6b). Intriguingly, rather than glutamatergic input from bipolar cells, gap-junctional input from OS amacrine cells with asymmetric dendrites drives OFF OS RGC responses (Nath & Schwartz 2017). Thus, OS amacrine cells are critical for the feature selectivity of ON (synaptic inhibition) and OFF (gap junctions) OS RGC responses. The identity of OS amacrine cells and how dendritic orientations and computations shape their feature preferences remain to be uncovered.
Figure 6
Orientation-selective (OS) retinal ganglion cell (RGC) types, pathways, and functions. (a) Four OS RGCs have been identified in mice; they respond to light increments (ON) or decrements (OFF) and one of two cardinal stimulus orientations [horizontal (hOS) and vertical (vOS)]. (b) Spatial profiles of dendrite, spike, excitatory, and inhibitory receptive fields of the four OS RGCs. The OS input to OFF OS RGCs is provided by gap junctions, likely with OS amacrine cells (ACs). Panel adapted with permission from Antinucci & Hindges (2018). (c) OS RGCs project to the dorsolateral geniculate nucleus (dLGN) shell and the superior colliculus (SC). Functional imaging of the sSC revealed that the orientation preferences of neurons are arranged concentrically around the center of the visual field. Panel adapted from Ahmadlou & Heimel (2015) (CC BY 4.0).

3.2. Downstream Pathways and Behavioral Significance of Retinal Orientation Selectivity

The vertical OFF OS RGC, also known as the JAM-B RGC, innervates the dLGN shell and the upper layer of the sSC (Kim et al. 2008, Nath & Schwartz 2017) (Figure 6c). OS responses have been recorded in both targets (Marshel et al. 2012, Piscopo et al. 2013, Scholl et al. 2013, Wang et al. 2010, Zhao et al. 2013).

In the dLGN, OS (or motion axis–selective) responses are restricted to the shell (Marshel et al. 2012, Piscopo et al. 2013) and are partially inherited from OS RGCs and partially constructed by combining input from DS RGCs with opposite direction preferences (Liang et al. 2018). Restriction to the shell suggests that OS signals from the retina and dLGN reach the superficial layers of V1 through a distinct channel, similar to DS signals (Cruz-Martín et al. 2014). The contribution of this channel to cortical processing and its behavioral purpose remains to be elucidated. Independently, V1 layer 4 neurons derive OS responses from untuned dLGN inputs, as originally proposed by Hubel & Wiesel (1962; see also Lien & Scanziani 2013).

Approximately 20% of sSC neurons are OS (de Malmazet et al. 2018, Wang et al. 2010). In vivo two-photon imaging revealed that the orientation preferences of sSC neurons are organized into columns (Ahmadlou & Heimel 2015, Feinberg & Meister 2015). Neurons within each column prefer the same stimulus orientation throughout the depth of the sSC. Surprisingly, adjacent columns not only differ in their orientation preferences, but also cover different areas of visual space (Ahmadlou & Heimel 2015, Feinberg & Meister 2015). Consequently, orientation preferences are distributed inhomogeneously across visual space with gaps in coverage (Ahmadlou & Heimel 2015, de Malmazet et al. 2018, Feinberg & Meister 2015). Intriguingly, sSC columns in the binocular part of the mouse visual field prefer horizontal stimulus orientations, whereas sSC columns in the monocular part are concentrically arranged in visual space (Ahmadlou & Heimel 2015).
2015, de Malmazet et al. 2018) (Figure 6c). The behavioral significance of this arrangement and its interactions with the independent direction selectivity maps of the SC remain to be uncovered.

4. LUMINANCE CONTRAST
Spatiotemporal variations in brightness (i.e., luminance contrast) are a fundamental feature of visual scenes and shape our perception of the world (Delorme et al. 2000, Kaplan 2008, Stone et al. 1990). Most RGCs, including those with higher-order feature selectivities, are activated by simple luminance contrast stimuli (e.g., flashing bright or dark spots). Yet, from rodents to primates, one RGC class is active in featureless environments and suppressed by contrast.

4.1. Contrast Detection
The orthodox view of RGC function is that their center-surround receptive fields extract local luminance contrast (Kuffler 1953). However, even among the more conventional mouse RGC types, recent studies have identified diverse receptive field architectures and synaptic mechanisms that differentiate contrast preferences to fit behavioral demands that remain to be fully understood.

4.1.1. Contrast detection circuits and retinal ganglion cell types. This section reviews three groups of contrast-encoding mouse RGCs: α RGCs, PixON RGCs, and F RGCs (Figure 7a). When targeting large cell bodies in the ganglion cell layer of the mouse retina, one consistently records three RGC types: one with sustained ON responses, one with sustained OFF responses, and one with transient OFF responses (Margolis & Detwiler 2007, Murphy & Rieke 2006, Pang et al. 2003). Based on morphological similarities to cat RGCs, these cells are called α RGCs (Boycott & Wässle 1974, Pang et al. 2003, Sun et al. 2002). Sustained ON (sONα) and sustained OFF (sOFFα) RGCs form a paramorphic pair (i.e., ON and OFF versions of a morphological type), possibly homologous to α (-like) RGC pairs in other rodents, cats, nonhuman primates, and humans (Boycott & Wässle 1974, Dacey & Petersen 1992, Peichl et al. 1987, Soto et al. 2020, Vitke et al. 1985).

Despite their paramorphy, sONα and sOFFα differ functionally beyond their preference for ON versus OFF stimuli. sONα and sOFFα RGCs exemplify two canonical arrangements of excitatory and inhibitory receptive fields (Figure 7a). sONα RGCs receive excitation from ON bipolar cells and inhibition from amacrine cells driven by the same bipolar cells (i.e., ON amacrine cells) (Morgan et al. 2011, Park et al. 2018, Schwartz et al. 2012). In this feedforward circuit, sONα RGCs’ firing to temporal contrast is driven by excitation (Murphy & Rieke 2006). Type 6 bipolar cells account for approximately 70% of the excitatory input to sONα RGCs (Morgan et al. 2011, Schwartz et al. 2012, Tien et al. 2017). Tonic glutamate release from type 6 bipolar cells contributes to the high firing rates of sONα RGCs at the mean light level in an environment and their exquisite sensitivity to small fluctuations around the mean (i.e., high contrast sensitivity) (Sabbah et al. 2018, Schwartz et al. 2012, Zaghoul et al. 2003). Interestingly, sONα RGCs can substitute B6 cells with a type-specific complement of other bipolar cells to preserve their high contrast sensitivity and linear response functions when B6 cells are ablated during development (Tien et al. 2017).

In contrast, sOFFα RGCs receive excitation from OFF bipolar cells—including a unique dendriteless type—and inhibition from ON amacrine cells (Della Santina et al. 2016, Murphy & Rieke 2006, Pang et al. 2003). In this push–pull circuit, the firing of sOFFα RGCs to temporal contrast is driven by the coincidence of excitation and disinhibition (Murphy & Rieke 2006).

In addition to differences in temporal contrast processing, sONα and sOFFα RGCs integrate spatial contrast differently. The nonlinear subunits of sONα RGC receptive fields allow them to
Contrast-encoding α, PixON, and F retinal ganglion cells (RGCs), pathways, and functions. (a) Schematic of four α RGCs (sONα, sOFFα, tONα, tOFFα), the PixON RGC, and four F RGCs (F-mini-ON, F-mini-OFF, F-midi-ON, F-midi-OFF) and the spatial profiles of their dendrites and spike, excitatory, and inhibitory receptive fields. (b) α and PixON RGCs project to the dorsolateral geniculate nucleus (dLGN) core, whereas F RGCs project to the dLGN shell. Projections to the dLGN and superior colliculus (SC) mediate image-forming functions of vision. In addition, sONα RGCs densely innervate the ventrolateral geniculate nucleus (vLGN) and intergeniculate leaflet (IGL) to mediate non-image-forming functions. Additional abbreviations: 1Hb, lateral habenula; DRN, dorsal raphe nucleus; Re, nucleus reuniens; V1, primary visual cortex; VTA, ventral tegmental area.

Response to luminance-invariant changes in stimulus patterns (i.e., nonlinear spatial integration), whereas sOFFα RGCs sum stimulus intensity across their receptive fields and respond only if the result changes (i.e., linear spatial integration) (Krieger et al. 2017, Schwartz et al. 2012). In addition to extending response functions to higher spatial frequencies (i.e., finer spatial detail), nonlinear interactions of bipolar cells, which comprise the receptive field subunits, sensitize sONα RGCs to motion (Kuo et al. 2016). In dim light, the spatial integration of sONα RGCs becomes linear, as the membrane potential of the bipolar cells depolarizes to a linear input–output range (Grimes et al. 2014). This switch to linear integration may average out noise from quantal fluctuations in photon absorption and preserve contrast sensitivity at the expense of fine spatial detail in dim light (Grimes et al. 2014).

Finally, sONα but not sOFFα RGCs encode luminance (Schmidt et al. 2014, Sonoda et al. 2018). The luminance encoding of sONα RGCs depends on their expression of the photopigment...
melanopsin—sONα RGCs are, therefore, also known as M4 intrinsically photosensitive RGCs (ipRGCs) (Ecker et al. 2010). Melanopsin mediates only small photocurrents in sONα RGCs, but second messengers close potassium channels to increase sONα RGC excitability and firing rates in a light-dependent manner (Ecker et al. 2010, Jiang et al. 2018, Schmidt et al. 2014, Sonoda et al. 2018). It has been suggested that bipolar cells also contribute to the luminance encoding of sONα RGCs (Sabbah et al. 2018).

Transient OFFα (tOFFα) RGCs combine OFF excitation with ON inhibition (i.e., push–pull circuit), and their firing to temporal contrast relies on coincident excitation and disinhibition (Murphy & Rieke 2006, Pang et al. 2003) (Figure 7a). As discussed in Section 2.3, VG3 amacrine cells contribute to the excitation of tOFFα RGCs, and AII amacrine cells contribute to their tonic inhibition (Kim et al. 2020, Krishnaswamy et al. 2015, Lee et al. 2014, Münch et al. 2009). tOFFα RGCs integrate spatial information nonlinearly and are highly sensitive to motion, particularly approach motion (Kim et al. 2020, Krieger et al. 2017, Münch et al. 2009). In addition, tOFFα RGCs receive gap-junctional input, which increases their sensitivity to dim light flashes (Murphy & Rieke 2011).

Recent studies identified a putative paramorphic partner of transient tOFFα RGCs. tONα RGCs are labeled with the other α RGCs in Kcnq4-Cre transgenic mice; express the group-specific markers SMIM2 and SPP1; cluster with the other α RGCs in transcriptomic analyses; and, like the other α RGCs, have narrow action potentials (Krieger et al. 2017, Tran et al. 2019). tONα RGCs integrate spatial information nonlinearly. The stimulus preferences of tONα RGCs and underlying circuit mechanisms remain to be studied in more detail.

In primates, midget RGCs mediate high-acuity vision. The simple preferences of midget RGCs, particularly in the fovea, resemble photoreceptor pixel representations (Sinha et al. 2017). A recent study identified a pixel-encoder RGC type (PixON RGCs) with noncanonical receptive fields in mice (Johnson et al. 2018) (Figure 7a). PixON RGCs receive only excitatory input (from ON bipolar cells) for stimuli overlaying their dendrites and only inhibitory input (from ON amacrine cells) for stimuli outside of their dendrite arbors (Johnson et al. 2018). Excitatory inputs to PixON RGCs integrate spatial information linearly, and, because of tonic excitation and high baseline firing rates, PixON RGCs signal increases and decreases in stimulus intensity approximately linearly (Johnson et al. 2018). The exclusion of inhibition from the receptive field center increases the gain of excitation-to-spike conversion. The truly lateral inhibition from the donut-shaped inhibitory receptive fields is provided by spiking GABAergic amacrine cells and is temporally matched to excitation, simplifying the contrast encoding of PixON RGCs and enhancing the representation of edges in a scene (Johnson et al. 2018).

An analysis of transcription factor profiles revealed that approximately 20% of RGCs express the forkhead/winged-helix domain protein FOXP2 (i.e., F RGCs) (Rousso et al. 2016). The F RGC family has four members comprising two paramorphic pairs named for their arbor size and contrast preferences, F-midi-ON and F-midi-OFF and F-mini-ON and F-mini-OFF (Rousso et al. 2016) (Figure 7a). The four F RGCs coexpress unique combinations of FOXP1 and BRN3a-c with FOXP2, suggesting that a combinatorial transcription factor code drives their differentiation (Rousso et al. 2016). F-midi-ON cells respond exclusively to light increments, F-midi-OFF cells respond more robustly to light decrements, and both F-midi-ON and F-midi-OFF cells prefer small stimuli (Rousso et al. 2016). Other stimulus preferences and the underlying circuit mechanisms remain to be uncovered.

F-mini-ON and F-mini-OFF RGCs are the second and third most abundant RGC types in the mouse retina, respectively, and account for 13% of all RGCs (Rousso et al. 2016). Despite differences in their dendritic stratification, both F-mini-ON (bistratified) and F-mini-OFF
(monostratified) RGCs respond to light increments and decrements (Cooler & Schwartz 2020). Intriguingly, the ON and OFF receptive fields of F-mini-ON RGCs are consistently offset, with OFF fields offset 30–40 \(\mu\text{m}\) ventrally from ON fields (Cooler & Schwartz 2020). Rather than glutamate release from OFF bipolar cells, gap-junctional coupling to F-mini-OFF RGCs delivers OFF excitation to F-mini-ON RGCs and vice versa (Cooler & Schwartz 2020). On average, four F-mini-OFF RGCs are coupled to each F-mini-ON RGC, and approximately four F-mini-ON RGCs are coupled to each F-mini-OFF RGC. In conjunction with dendritic asymmetries, this unexpected consummation of their paramorphic pairing accounts for the offset between the ON and OFF receptive field of F-mini-ON and F-mini-OFF RGCs, which modeling suggests increases the precision of edge detection in the retina (Cooler & Schwartz 2020).


The convergence of RGC axons onto thalamocortical (TC) projection neurons in the dLGN has been analyzed extensively (Liang & Chen 2020). Recent anatomical and functional evidence indicates that 10 or more RGCs converge onto each TC neuron, but a few dominate its responses (Hammer et al. 2015, Litvina & Chen 2017, Morgan et al. 2016, Rompani et al. 2017). Different modes of functional convergence can be distinguished. Whereas some TC neurons combine input from a single or functionally similar RGC type(s) (i.e., relay mode), others combine input from RGCs with different feature preferences (i.e., combination mode) (Liang et al. 2018, Rompani et al. 2017). \(\alpha\) RGCs and PixON RGCs are overrepresented in the dLGN-projecting set and contribute to relay-mode and combination-mode convergence, which preserves and transforms, respectively, the RGCs’ responses on the way to V1 (Pisopo et al. 2013, Román Rosón et al. 2019, Rompani et al. 2017, Suresh et al. 2016). TC neurons of the dLGN core project to layer 4 of V1. Precise spatial offsets of approximately 80 converging ON and OFF TC neurons generate OS responses in V1 layer 4 neurons, and spatial offsets combine with temporal mismatches (i.e., transient-sustained, sustained-transient) of ON and OFF TC neurons to generate DS responses (Lien & Scanziani 2013, 2018; Liu et al. 2010).

A recent study found that sON \(\alpha\) RGCs determine the perceptual threshold for dim light detection in mice, likely through signals propagating along the retino-geniculo-cortical pathway (Smeds et al. 2019).

Axon collaterals of \(\alpha\) RGCs, PixON RGCs, and F RGCs innervate the sSC (Ecker et al. 2010, Ellis et al. 2016, Hong et al. 2011, Huberman et al. 2009, Johnson et al. 2018, Martersteck et al. 2017, Rouso et al. 2016) (Figure 7b). Functional evidence indicates that approximately six RGCs converge onto each sSC neuron (Chandrasekaran et al. 2007). Unlike TC neurons (Grubb & Thompson 2003), most sSC neurons combine inputs from ON and OFF responsive RGCs (Wang et al. 2010). Recently, Reinhard et al. (2019) analyzed the RGC complements that provide input via the sSC to the PBGN and LP. They found that sOFF\(\alpha\), tOFF\(\alpha\), tON\(\alpha\), PixON, F-mini-ON, and F-midi-ON RGCs distribute input evenly between both pathways. In contrast, sON\(\alpha\) RGCs send signals preferentially to the PBGN, F-mini-OFF RGCs send signals preferentially to the
LP, and F-midi-OFF RGCs send signals to neither (Reinhard et al. 2019). These distinct RGC complements’ contributions to feature representations along these pathways and behavior remain to be uncovered.

Recently, sONα RGCs were found to dominate input to two pathways through the ventrolateral geniculate nucleus (vLGN) and intergeniculate leaflet (IGL), which, together with the dLGN, make up the LGN complex (Monavarfeshani et al. 2017) (Figure 7b). First, sONα RGCs innervate GABAergic neurons in the vLGN and IGL that project to the lateral habenula (LHb) and mediate antidepressant effects of light (Huang et al. 2019). Second, sONα RGCs innervate CaMKIIα neurons in the vLGN and IGL, which provide a mixture of excitation and inhibition to the nucleus reuniens (Re) to promote spatial memory formation (Huang et al. 2021). Antidepressant and memory-promoting effects are thought to rely on luminance rather than contrast signals. How parallel pathways through the LGN complex extract different information from the sONα RGC inputs (the dLGN extracting contrast information and the vLGN and IGL extracting luminance information) is a fundamental open question.

4.2. Suppressed-by-Contrast Signals

All of the RGCs discussed above fire action potentials to signal positive contrast features (ON), negative contrast features (OFF), or both (ON-OFF). However, one conserved RGC class is active in featureless environments and silenced by contrast.

4.2.1. Suppressed-by-contrast circuits and retinal ganglion cell types. Suppressed-by-contrast (SbC) RGCs were first discovered in rabbits and cats (Levick 1967, Rodieck 1967) and later identified in nonhuman primates (de Monasterio 1978). Because they prefer featureless environments, SbC RGCs have also been called uniformity detectors (Levick 1967, Sivyer & Vaney 2010, Sivyer et al. 2010). Recently, two groups characterized SbC RGCs with different suppression kinetics in mice (Jacoby et al. 2015, Tien et al. 2015) (Figure 8a,b). Transient SbC (tSbC) RGCs stop firing for approximately 0.5 s after light increments or decrements (Tien et al. 2015), whereas sustained SbC (sSbC) RGCs are silenced for the duration of light steps (up to 20 s) (Jacoby et al. 2015). tSbC RGCs have also been described as delayed ON RGCs because their firing rates can rebound above baseline after light increments transiently suppress them (Jacoby & Schwartz 2018, Mani & Schwartz 2017). Both tSbC and sSbC RGCs have bistratified
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**Figure 8**

Suppressed-by-contrast RGC types. (a) Schematic illustration of tSbC and sSbC RGCs and the presynaptic amacrine cell types that shape the suppressive contrast encoding. (b) Schematic of transient and sustained spike suppression light increments and decrements in tSbC and sSbC RGCs, respectively. Abbreviations: AII, amacrine cell; CRH1, corticotropin-releasing hormone-expressing amacrine cell type 1; RGC, retinal ganglion cell; sSbC, sustained suppressed-by-contrast; tSbC, transient suppressed-by-contrast; VG3, VGLUT3-expressing amacrine cell.
dendrites but receive glutamatergic input only from ON bipolar cells (Jacoby et al. 2015, Tien et al. 2015). ON excitation is weak and overwhelmed by ON inhibition, whereas suppression of tonic excitation coincides with inhibition at light OFF (Jacoby et al. 2015, Tien et al. 2015). The arbors of tSbC RGCs have frequent recursions in which dendrites from the OFF layer dive back to the ON layer and ON dendrites ascent to the OFF layer far from the soma (Ivanova et al. 2013, Tien et al. 2015, Zhu et al. 2014). Recursive dendrite arbors are also a hallmark of SbC RGCs in rabbits (Sivyer & Vaney 2010).

Inhibition kinetics differentiate the suppressive responses of tSbC and sSbC RGCs. tSbC RGCs receive transient, predominantly glycinergic inhibition at light ON and OFF (Tien et al. 2015). Optogenetic and anatomical circuit mapping identified VG3 amacrine cells as a source of tSbC RGC inhibition (Lee et al. 2016, Tien et al. 2016). This, in turn, identified VG3 amacrine cells as dual transmitter neurons, which use their two transmitters (glutamate and glycine) in a target-specific manner (Lee et al. 2016, Tien et al. 2016). Interestingly, the transient VG3 amacrine cells preferentially synapse onto the ascending and descending processes of tSbC dendrites, providing a functional explanation for this conserved morphological feature (Tien et al. 2016). Type-specific cell deletion showed that VG3 amacrine cells silence tSbC RGCs in response to small OFF stimuli (Tien et al. 2016). The amacrine cells that inhibit tSbC RGCs in response to ON and large OFF stimuli remain to be identified. In contrast, sSbC RGCs receive sustained predominantly GABAergic inhibition at light ON and OFF (Jacoby et al. 2015). Paired recordings and type-specific cell ablation demonstrated that CRH-1 amacrine cells are the source of sustained ON inhibition to sSbC RGCs (Jacoby et al. 2015). The amacrine cells that inhibit sSbC RGCs in response to OFF stimuli remain to be identified. Thus, tSbC and sSbC RGCs illustrate how specific amacrine cell combinations shape the feature representations of the retinal output. The modularity of interneuron circuits in the retina may be replicated in other parts of the nervous system.

4.2.2. Downstream pathways and behavioral significance of retinal suppressed-by-contrast signals. The projection patterns of tSbC RGCs and sSbC RGCs remain to be analyzed in detail, but recent retrograde labeling experiments indicated that SbC-responsive cells abound among the dLGN-projecting RGCs (Román Rosón et al. 2019). SbC responses have also been recorded in the dLGN and V1 of mice and nonhuman primates (Niell & Stryker 2010, Pisco et al. 2013, Zeater et al. 2015), suggesting that tSbC and sSbC RGC signals may propagate along dedicated pathways from the retina to the cortex. In addition, SbC responses could arise independently at subsequent stages of the retina-geniculo-cortical pathway, analogous to OS and DS responses (Niell 2013). SbC RGC inputs also converge with conventional RGC inputs in the dLGN (Liang et al. 2018). The function of SbC signals, which have also been recorded in the SC, remains mysterious (Ito et al. 2017, Masland & Martin 2007). Current hypotheses range from contrast gain control of conventional signals to detection of self-generated visual stimuli (e.g., eye movements and blinks) (Masland & Martin 2007, Tailby et al. 2007, Tien et al. 2015).

4.3. Luminance Encoding

Ambient light levels influence a wide range of physiological processes and behaviors (i.e., non-image-forming vision). The persistence of these influences (e.g., circadian photoentrainment and suppression of melatonin) in patients and mice without rods and cones, and the loss of these influences in enucleated mice and Math5 mutants, which lack signals from the eye to the brain, suggested the existence of another photoreceptive neuron in the retina (Brzezinski et al. 2005, Czeisler et al. 1995, Ebihara & Tsuji 1980, Freedman et al. 1999, Lucas et al. 1999, Wee et al. 2002, Zaidi et al. 2007).
### 4.3.1. Luminance-encoding circuits and retinal ganglion cell types.

Through retrograde tracing from the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN), the source of circadian rhythms and the site of their photoentrainment, Berson et al. (2002) discovered RGCs that remained light sensitive when pharmacologically or physically removed from the retina. Hattar et al. (2002) demonstrated that these ipRGCs express melanopsin, a photopigment previously identified in the retina (Provencio et al. 1998, 2000), and project to brain areas involved in non-image-forming vision. Since then, several melanopsin-expressing (M) ipRGC types have been distinguished in mice, and their contributions to physiology and behavior are being deciphered. The ipRGCs have been reviewed comprehensively elsewhere (Aranda & Schmidt 2020, Do 2019, Do & Yau 2010, Lazzerini Ospri et al. 2017, Van Gelder & Buhr 2016). In this section, I highlight recent advances in our understanding of ipRGC diversity and the downstream pathways through which they shape physiology and behavior.

The count of ipRGC types is up to six (M1–M6) (Figure 9a). The M1 ipRGCs initially identified by Berson et al. (2002) have the largest intrinsic photocurrents and signal changes in average luminance, with little response to transient or local fluctuations in light intensity (i.e., contrast) (Ecker et al. 2010, Zhao et al. 2014b). By comparison, M2–M6 ipRGCs have small intrinsic photocurrents. Driven by synaptic inputs, the spike trains of M2–M6 ipRGCs encode contrast (Ecker et al. 2010, Quattrocchi et al. 2018, Zhao et al. 2014b). In addition, the average firing rates of M2–M4 ipRGCs signal average luminance (Ecker et al. 2010, Zhao et al. 2014b). To what extent this luminance signal reflects sustained excitatory synaptic inputs, intrinsic photocurrents, and melanopsin’s influences on excitability remains to be determined (Ecker et al. 2010, Sabbah et al. 2018, Sonoda et al. 2018, Zhao et al. 2014b). In M4 ipRGCs (also known as sONα RGCs), second-messenger signals from melanopsin close potassium channels, increasing input resistance and the impact of synaptic excitation (Sonoda et al. 2018). Thus, increases in luminance raise the contrast sensitivity of M4 ipRGCs, highlighting the importance of understanding the interactions of intrinsic and synaptic signals in ipRGCs (Sonoda et al. 2018). Luminance encoding of M5 ipRGC (also known as PixON RGCs) has not been explored (Johnson et al. 2018, Stabio et al. 2017), and M6 ipRGCs appear not to signal luminance (Levine & Schwartz 2020).

![Figure 9](image_url)
The dendrites of M1–M6 ipRGCs stratify in different patterns. M1 dendrites stratify in the IPL’s OFF sublamina; M2, M4, and M5 dendrites stratify in the ON sublamina; and M3 and M6 dendrites are bistratified, targeting the ON and OFF sublamina. Despite differences in stratification, the dendrites of all ipRGC types receive glutamatergic input exclusively from ON bipolar cells (Ecker et al. 2010, Quattrochi et al. 2018, Zhao et al. 2014b). M1 dendrites recruit ON bipolar cell inputs from axons passing through the IPL’s OFF layer (Dumitrescu et al. 2009, Hoshi et al. 2009). The vast majority (approximately 95%) of en-passant synapses are formed by type 6 bipolar cells and differ ultrastructurally from their terminal synapses (Sabbah et al. 2018).

The purpose of this arrangement and functional consequences of the en-passant synapse ultrastructure remain to be uncovered.

Luminance varies by $>10^9$ from moonless nights to sunny days (Rieke & Rudd 2009). Encoding this vast brightness range with a single neuron type could result in poor luminance resolution. However, recent studies revealed that M1 ipRGCs divide the light intensity range among themselves to encode luminance accurately as a population (Milner & Do 2017) and identified mechanisms underlying this population coding (Emanuel et al. 2017, Lee et al. 2019). Milner & Do (2017) discovered that most M1 ipRGCs have nonmonotonic intensity-response functions, in which firing rates rise from darkness to a preferred-luminance peak and then decline as lights get brighter (Milner & Do 2017). Sodium channel inactivation from increasing depolarizations accounts for the bright-light decline (Milner & Do 2017). The biophysical properties of M1 ipRGCs determine the setpoint of this depolarization block, and the differences among them distribute intensity encoding across the population (Emanuel et al. 2017). Rod-driven synaptic inputs extend the luminance encoding of M1 ipRGCs to dim light levels. Lee et al. (2019) discovered that a subset of M1 ipRGCs receive no rod input and that the strengths of rod-driven M1 ipRGC responses covary with their dendritic complexity. Thus, morphological, input, and biophysical variation of M1 ipRGCs support robust population encoding of ambient light levels. This gain in luminance resolution comes at the cost of spatial resolution.

4.3.2. Downstream pathways and behavioral significance of retinal luminance signals. M1 ipRGCs send luminance signals to numerous brain areas involved in non-image-forming vision (Hattar et al. 2002, 2006) (Figure 9b). M1 ipRGCs were discovered through their projections to the SCN (Berson et al. 2002). When M1 ipRGCs are ablated, photoentrainment is lost, and circadian rhythms run free (Göz et al. 2008, Güler et al. 2008, Hatori et al. 2008). M1 ipRGCs also provide input to the shell of the olivary pretectal nucleus (OPN) (Hattar et al. 2002, 2006). SCN-projecting and OPN-projecting M1 ipRGCs differ in their expression of the transcription factor Brn3b. SCN-projecting M1 ipRGCs are BRN3b-negative, whereas OPN-projecting M1 ipRGCs are BRN3b-positive (Chen et al. 2011). An intersectional cell ablation strategy revealed that the BRN3b-positive M1 ipRGCs are required for normal pupillary light responses (mediated by the OPN) but dispensable for circadian photoentrainment, which relies on BRN3b-negative M1 ipRGCs (Chen et al. 2011).

M1 ipRGCs exhibit further diversity in their synaptic output. Most M1 ipRGCs release glutamate and the neuropeptide pituitary adenyl cyclase–activating polypeptide (PCAP) (Engelund et al. 2010, Hannibal et al. 2002). PCAP plays a modulatory role in circadian photoentrainment (Beaulé et al. 2009; Colwell et al. 2004; Kawaguchi et al. 2003, 2010) and supports sustained pupil constriction in response to light (Keenan et al. 2016). Intriguingly, Sonoda et al. (2020) discovered a subset of M1 ipRGCs that releases GABA to dampen the sensitivity of circadian photoentrainment and pupil constriction in response to light. This may explain the discrepancy between the high light sensitivity of M1 ipRGCs and the low light sensitivity of the behaviors they mediate (Sonoda et al. 2020).
Mice are nocturnal rodents that forage at night and sleep in the day. In addition to circadian rhythms in sleep–wake cycles, light pulses early in the night promote sleep acutely (Borbély 1978, Lupi et al. 2008). Different M1 ipRGCs and brain areas mediate the circadian and acute light effects on sleep. BRN3b-negative M1 ipRGC projections to the SCN entrain circadian sleep–wake cycles, whereas BRN3b-positive M1 ipRGC projections to the ventrolateral preoptic nucleus regulate sleep acutely (Rupp et al. 2019).

Projections of BRN3b-negative M1 ipRGCs to the SCN have also been shown to mediate the detrimental effects of shortened (3.5 h–3.5 h) light–dark cycles on spatial learning independent of circadian rhythms, whereas projections of BRN3b-negative M1 ipRGCs to the perihabenular nucleus of the thalamus mediate adverse effects on mood (Fernandez et al. 2018, LeGates et al. 2012). Interestingly, 2–3-h bright-light pulses have been shown to improve spatial learning and increase resilience to adverse stimuli in mice on a normal (12 h–12 h) light–dark cycle. These memory- and mood-enhancing effects of light were shown to be mediated M4 ipRGC (also known as sON) signals propagating via the IGL and vLGN to the Re and the LHb, respectively (Huang et al. 2019, 2021).

5. REGIONAL SPECIALIZATION AND COLOR PROCESSING

In many species, RGCs are unevenly distributed across the retina. The dendrites of most RGCs maintain constant overlap with same-type neighbors. Therefore, dendritic and receptive field sizes scale as the inverse of RGC density (Masland 2001, Wässle 2004). Areas of high density and small receptive field size are referred to as acute zones (Baden et al. 2020). When looking at the overall RGC density, no acute zones are apparent in the mouse retina (Dräger & Olsen 1981, Jeon et al. 1998). However, Bleckert et al. (2014) discovered that sONα and sOFFα RGCs are packed more densely in the temporal retina, which covers the binocular visual field in mice. Acute zones in the binocular field (i.e., area centralis) are near-universal signs of functional binocular vision (Cartmill 1974, Pettigrew 1986). Therefore, the cell type–specific area centralis suggests that sONα and sOFFα RGCs play an important role in binocular vision of mice.

Additional inhomogeneities in RGC type distributions have been reported for W3 RGCs (enriched in the ventral retina), F RGCs except for F-midi-ON (enriched in the ventral retina), posterior motion–preferring ON-OFF DS RGCs (enriched in the temporal retina), PixON RGCs (or M5 ipRGCs, enriched in the nasal retina), and GABAergic M1 ipRGCs (enriched in the dorso temporal retina) (El-Danaf & Huberman 2019, Rouso et al. 2016, Sonoda et al. 2020, Zhang et al. 2012). In cases where these apparent inhomogeneities were detected by transgenic labeling, independent confirmation is needed. In all cases, the impact of inhomogeneous feature representations on downstream processing and their behavioral purpose remain to be discovered.

Color processing varies along the dorsoventral axis of the mouse retina. Mice have two types of cone photoreceptors: true S-cones, which express only the short-wavelength-sensitive (S-) opsin, and mixed M/S-cones, which coexpress S- and middle-wavelength-sensitive (M-) opsins (Applebury et al. 2000, Haverkamp et al. 2005, Nadal-Nicolás et al. 2020, Ng et al. 2001, Wang et al. 2011). True S-cones are abundant in the ventral retina, where they account for up to 30% of all cones, but are sparse in the dorsal retina (Nadal-Nicolás et al. 2020). Furthermore, mixed M/S-cones express predominantly S-opsin in the ventral and M-opsin in the dorsal retina (Applebury et al. 2000, Haverkamp et al. 2005, Nadal-Nicolás et al. 2020, Ng et al. 2001, Wang et al. 2011). This asymmetry matches the spectral compositions of the upper (sky-dominated) and lower (ground-dominated) visual fields viewed by the ventral and dorsal retina, respectively (Baden et al. 2013).
A dedicated S-cone bipolar cell type (i.e., type 9) has been identified in mice (Breuninger et al. 2011, Havercamp et al. 2005) and recently shown to be enriched in the ventral retina (Nadal-Nicolás et al. 2020). Blue–yellow opponent RGC types that utilize input from S-cone bipolar cells have been identified in several species (Chichilnisky & Baylor 1999, Dacey & Lee 1994, Sher & DeVries 2012). However, in mice, no single RGC type appears to be dedicated to color-opponent signaling. Instead, color opponency is restricted to the ventral retina and distributed across RGC types (Schatko et al. 2020). In primates, color-opponency relies on circuit comparisons of different cones through type-specific wiring. In mice, the majority of color-opponent RGCs rely on one of two regionally restricted mechanisms. First, in the opsin transition zone around the horizon, RGCs, by chance and position, can have different M- and S-opsin weights in their receptive field center versus surround (Chang et al. 2013). Second, in the ventral retina, some RGCs compare S-opsin-dominant cone input in their center to middle-wavelength-sensitive rod signals in their surround (Joosch & Meister 2016, Szatko et al. 2020). Consistent with these regional mechanisms, color-opponent responses in the dLGN are restricted to the dorsal visual field, and mice can only distinguish chromatic stimuli above the horizon (Denman et al. 2017, 2018).

6. SUMMARY

Recent years have seen tremendous progress in the cataloging of RGCs. Anatomical, functional, and transcriptomic surveys agree that there are more than 40 RGC types in mice (Baden et al. 2016, Bae et al. 2018, Rheauie et al. 2018, Tran et al. 2019). The feature selectivities and circuit mechanisms of only a minority of these cells have been studied in detail, and therefore, much work remains. Beyond filling in these gaps, challenges remain in trying to understand how individual RGCs encode multiple features (i.e., multiplexing), as in sONα RGCs signaling luminance and contrast; how features are encoded in the activity of RGC populations; and how they are extracted from naturalistic stimuli (Turner et al. 2019).

By comparison to our knowledge of RGC types and the circuit mechanisms that underlie their feature preferences, our understanding of the downstream pathways and behavioral significance of RGC signals remains rudimentary. Many of the relevant paragraphs of this review might have ended in “Here be dragons.” I hope that more researchers will venture into these scarcely explored territories; trace the projection patterns of more RGC types; and elucidate how their signals are demultiplexed, transformed, and combined with other sensory inputs and information about internal states to guide behavior. This is critical for understanding the retina’s diverse contributions to vision and will also anchor investigations of retinal processing.
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